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944-Spec Dyno Day

Posted by Brian Evans - 18 Jan 2013 07:26
_____________________________________

Does that K&N air filter and new exhaust really work? How close are you to the new HP cap?

Now is your chance to find out-

We are having a dyno day at 9:00 am on Saturday, January 26 at Balanced Performance in Sugar Hill,
GA.

Balanced Performance has not only offered to open up the dyno on Saturday for us but is giving
everyone 2 different options: one run of 3 pulls for $50 or an hourly rate of $100/hour. We will be
getting both HP and A/F ratios.

This is a great opportunity to get baseline HP #’s and verify your AFR.

This is open the EVERYONE, street or race car, Porsche or not- if you have ever wanted to know
how much HP your car makes bring it by and find out!

Contact me for detailsBrian
============================================================================

Re: 944-Spec Dyno Day

Posted by Sterling Doc - 22 Jan 2013 13:04
_____________________________________

Great deal! Group dyno days are great to save cost, and get everyone together. Also, as they say
&quot;sunshine is the best disinfectant&quot; Good to keep all this public.

Good luck, and let me know how it goes - we are always collecting data!
============================================================================
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Re: 944-Spec Dyno Day

Posted by Brian Evans - 22 Jan 2013 14:56
_____________________________________

Sterling Doc wrote:
Great deal! Group dyno days are great to save cost, and get everyone together. Also, as they say
&quot;sunshine is the best disinfectant&quot; Good to keep all this public.

Good luck, and let me know how it goes - we are always collecting data!

Mike has a laundry list of mods to check out on the dyno- we should get a ton of data!
============================================================================

Re: 944-Spec Dyno Day

Posted by Sterling Doc - 25 Jan 2013 06:09
_____________________________________

Great!
============================================================================
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